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Abstract
Background: Pneumothorax is a common problem seen in patients with acute and chronic medical and traumatic conditions with wide range of clinical presentations ranging from subtle decrease in breath sounds to cardiopulmonary arrest caused by tension pneumothorax. Pneumothorax is traditionally diagnosed by chest radiography, ultrasound is fairly a new modality of
diagnosis. Ultrasound is a rapid noninvasive bedside test that may reduce mortality from this
pathology by early detection. There are certain sonographic criteria that can exclude or confirm
pneumothorax; this work has been performed to analyze these criteria. Patients and Methods:
The study was done in Sulaimani teaching hospital and Sulaimani emergency hospital from June
1st to 10th August 2013. We performed thoracic ultrasound on fifty three diagnosed cases of
pneumothorax (by chest X-ray &/or thoracic computed tomography). The age of the patients
ranged between (10 - 82 years), mean age (38 years), 35 males and 18 females. Lung sliding sign,
lung point sign and A line signs were recorded and analyzed. Results: The sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value and negative predictive values of absent lung sliding sign were: 100%,
94%, 94% and 100% respectively, for lung point sign were: 70%, 100%, 100% and 68% respectively, for A line sign were: 91%, 71%, 73% and 91% respectively, for absent lung sliding and
lung point sign together were 70%, 100%, 100% & 68.9% respectively. Conclusion: We confirmed the conclusion of other studies which stated that presence of lung sliding excludes
pneumothorax and identification of lung point in a case with absent lung sliding is diagnostic of
pneumothorax.
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1. Introduction
Pneumothorax is defined as the presence of air in the pleural space [1]. It has a range of presentations from a
mild decrease in breath sounds to cardiopulmonary arrest [2]. The diagnosis of a pneumothorax is usually made
with a combination of clinical signs and symptoms, which may be subtle, and plain chest radiography, but computed tomography (CT) remains the gold standard [3]-[5]. The use of thoracic ultrasound has gained slow acceptance due to the traditional teaching that the air-filled lungs are not ultrasound friendly. Over the past decade,
bedside lung sonography has developed an established role in the diagnosis of thoracic diseases. Husain et al.
concluded that thoracic ultrasound is useful machine to quickly confirm or exclude presence of pneumothorax in
emergency setting. The Focused Assessment with Sonography in Trauma (FAST) examination has now been
modified to include lung imaging and it has been renamed as the E-FAST examination, with “E” standing for
extended [3].
The bedside sonographic diagnosis of pneumothorax can be performed with most ultrasound machines. A
straight linear array high frequency probe (5 - 13 MHz) may be most helpful in analyzing superficial structures
such as the pleura, while curvilinear array probe may be more suitable for deeper lung [6].
In a supine patient, air accumulates in the anterior region of the chest at the second to fourth intercostal spaces
in the mid-clavicular line. It is the recommended initial area for investigation in a trauma [7] [8]. The landmarks
of two ribs should be identified first with posterior shadowing behind them and the pleural line in between them.
This is typically called “the bat sign” where the periosteum of the ribs represents the wings and the bright
hyperechoic pleural line in between them represents the bats’ body [9] (Figure 1).
Between these two ribs, parietal and visceralplura are seen sliding across one another. Pleural sliding is the
most important finding in normal aerated lung [10]. The use of M-mode, provides more evidence that the pleural
line is sliding. It is beneficial in patients where sliding may be subtle, such as, in the elderly or in patients with
poor pulmonary reserve, who are not taking large breaths. By using M-mode, two different patterns are displayed: The motionless portion above the pleural line creates horizontal “waves”, and the sliding below it
creates a granular pattern, the ‘sand’, this resembles waves crashing in onto the sand and it is therefore called the
“seashore sign” which is a feature of a normal lung [7] [11] [12].
In pneumothorax, M-mode only displays one pattern of parallel horizontal lines above and below the pleural
line. This pattern resembles a “barcode” and is often called the “stratosphere sign” [11] [12] (Figure 2).

Figure 1. The bat sign (courtesy of Husain et al. J Emerg Trauma Shock. 2012).
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Figure 2. “Stratosphere sign”: Parallel horizontal lines
above and below the pleural line (courtesy of Husain LF
et al. J Emerg Trauma Shock. 2012).

The negative predictive value for lung sliding is reported as 99.2% - 100% [5] [13] [14]. However, absence of
lung sliding does not necessarily means pneumothorax. Lung sliding is abolished in a variety of conditions including acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), pulmonary fibrosis, large consolidations, pleural adhesions,
atelectasis, and phrenic nerve paralysis [10] [15] [16]. Specificity ranges from 60% - 99% [5] [10] [13] [16].
“B-lines” or “comet-tail artifacts” are reverberation artifacts that appear as hyperechoic vertical lines that extend from the pleura to the edge of the screen without fading (Figure 3).
A few “B-lines” in dependent regions are expected in normal aerated lung [12]. Excessive “B-lines”, especially
in the anterior lung, are abnormal and are usually indicative of interstitial edema [17] [18]. The negative predictive value for this artifact is high, reported at 98% - 100%, such that visualization of even one comet-tail essentially rules out the diagnosis of a pneumothorax. [5] [11] [19] “A-lines” are other important thoracic signs.
These are also reverberation artifacts appearing as equally spaced repetitive horizontal hyperechoic lines reflecting off of the pleura (Figure 4). “A-lines” will be present in a patient with a pneumothorax [5].
The “lung-point sign” is due to sliding lung intermittently coming into contact with the chest wall during inspiration. This sign can further be delineated using M-mode where alternating “seashore” and “stratosphere”
patterns are depicted over time (Figure 5).
The “lung-point sign” is 100% specific for pneumothorax [12] [20]. Although Lung point location can be a
rough approximation of the volume of pneumothorax yet it is not a reliable tool [21] [22]. Although the specificity is high, the sensitivity of the “lung-point sign” is relatively low (reported at 66%) and is not seen in cases of
total lung collapse [20].
The aim of this study is to analyze of ultrasound findings in patients with pneumothorax.

2. Patients and Methods
Fifty three patients were collected in single center from June 1 to August 10 2013. Inclusion criteria were a
pneumothorax that is overt by CXR. Exclusion criteria were normal CXR and/or surgical emphysema in anterior
chest wall.
Diagnosis of the cases were done by erect CXR (47 cases) and CT (6 cases) which was done when CXR was
not conclusive or clinically indicated for further evaluation. The age of the patients ranged from (10 - 82 years),
mean age 38 years, 34 were males and 19 were females. From 53 patients 106 hemithoraces were examined by
US and divided into two groups: Control group (hemithorax with no pneumothorax) and pneumothorax group.
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Figure 3. “B-lines” or “comet-tail artifacts” originating from pleural line, extending to the
edge of the screen. (courtesy of Husain LF et al. J Emerg Trauma Shock. 2012).

Figure 4. “A-lines”, a type of reverberation artifact, are horizontal, equally spaced lines.
(courtesy of Husain LF et al. J Emerg Trauma Shock. 2012).

Figure 5. “Lung point sign” M-mode ultrasound (a) aerated lung showing seashore sign. (b)
pneumothorax (stratosphere sign), (P) indicates point of transition. (courtesy of Husain LF
et al. J Emerg Trauma Shock. 2012).
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The patients were examined in the supine position with linear probe high frequency 5 MHz gray scale. The anterior chest wall was delineated by the sternum, the cupola, the anterior axillary line, and the claviculae. The anterior chest wall was divided into four zones. The lateral chest wall was delineated by the anterior and posterior
axillary lines (Figure 6).
Each of those 6 zones were examined and lung sliding sign, lung point sign and A line sign were recorded.
First dynamic movement of visceral pleura was observed by B-mode, then M-mode imaging was applied to objectify B-mode findings.
Data were converted into a Computerized data base structure. Statical analysis were done using SPSS (Statistical Package of Social Sciences).

Formulas Used in Calculation
Sensitivity = Number of true positives/Number of diseased people Specificity = Number of true negatives/
Number of non-diseased people PPV = Number of true positives/Number of positive test results NPV = number
of true Negatives/Number of negative test results.

3. Results
Fifty three patients were enrolled in this study, mean age (38 years), 34 males (66%), 19 females (34%) (Table
1 and Table 2). Causes were divided into 3 categories: trauma: 23 cases (43.3%), Iatrogenic 19 cases (35.8%) &
spontaneous 11 cases (20.7%). Forty seven patients were diagnosed by CXR (88.6%), and 6 cases (11.3%) by
CT scan.From those 53 cases, 2 patients had bilateral pneumothorax and 51 cases had unilateral pneumothorax.
From 106 hemithorace, 55 were pneumothorax (51.8%) and 51 non pneumothorax (control) (47%) (Table 3).

4. Discussion
The ultrasound signs analyzed in the study were lung sliding sign, lung point sign and A line sign. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of lung sliding sign in the diagnosis or exclusion of pneumothorax agreed with
those reported in other studies as shown in Table 4.
Absent lung sliding was observed in all cases of pneumothorax and on 3 occasions in control group, from
which 2 of them had fluid in the pleural cavity and one showed B line comet tail artifact due to interstitial edema
from lung contusion. Hence this sign alone had sensitivity 100%, 94% specificity, 94% PPV and 100% NPV.
Presence of lung sliding indicates normal lung (at the site of probe placement) and excludes pneumothorax [5]
[14] [18] hence the high negative predictive value seen in the reviewed studies (Table 4). Lichtenstein DA et al.
[5] reported results of sensitivity and specificity of absent LSS among 200 ICU patients to be 100% & 78% respectively and this was found in moderate agreement with results in this study, the explanation for this was

Figure 6. Systematic study of thoracic quadrants for pneumothorax diagnosis. The anterior
(LAA) and posterior (LAP) axillary lines, midclavicularline, and a horizontal line passing
through xiphisternum divided anterior hemithorax into six quadrants.
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Table 1. Frequency of the signs in control and pneumothorax groups.
Group

Lung sliding sign positive

Lung point sign positive

A line sign positive

Control
pneumothorax

48 (94.1%)

0 (0%)

20 (39.2%)

0 (0%)

32 (58%)

53 (96%)

Table 2. True positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) values of the sonographic signs.
Values

LSS

LPS

A line sign

LSS + LPS

TP

55

FP

3

55

55

55

0

20

0

TN

51

51

51

51

FN

0

23

2

23

Table 3. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of sonographic signs.
Values

Absent LSS

Positive LPS

A line sign

Absent LSS + positive LPS

Sensitivity

100%

70.5%

96.4%

70%

Specificity

94.4%

100%

71.8%

100%

PPV

94.8%

100%

73%

100%

NPV

100%

68.9%

96%

68.9%

Table 4. Comparison of absent LSS findings with results reported in other studies.
Study

Sensitivity

Specificity

Dulchavsky et al. [16]

95%

100%

Knudtson et al. [19]

92%

99.7%

Lichtenstein et al. [5]

100%

78%

Sartori et al. [11]

87.5%

100%

Lichtenstein et al. [14]

95.3%

91.1%

This study

100%

94%

PPV

NPV
100%

92%

99.7%

100%

99.6%
100%

94%

100%

found to be due to patient sample as in that study patients were all ICU patients who were critically ill and had
abnormal lung parenchyma [5].
Lung point sign was never found in the control group & found in 32/55 pneumothoraces giving a specificity
and PPV of 100%, this was in agreement with results reported by others [5].
Sensitivity of this sign was 70% which is found to be in agreement with results reported by Lichtenstein et al.
[5], 66% & 79% respectively. LSS is sensitive but not specific for pneumothorax, LPS is specific for pneumothorax diagnosis. When the two signs combined, there was high degree of diagnostic accuracy among those who
had the two signs in combination. A line sign had sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of 91%, 71%, 73% and
91% respectively. Lichtenstein DA [5] reported sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of 95%, 62%, 98% and 26%
respectively among 200 ICU patients. this was found to be in fair agreement with results in this study. This may
be due to patient sample as presence of B-lines in an ultrasound image due to unhealthy lung parenchyma degrade echoes forming A line artifact.
In this study it was found in both groups (control and pneumothorax) with higher frequency in pneumothorax
group hence its presence alone does not indicate pneumothorax and it has to be correlated with other signs e.g.
lung point to determine their significance.
Comet-tail artifacts are evoked only at the boundary between the visceral pleura and the aerated lung [22]. It
follows that the presence of comet-tail artifacts excludes the diagnosis of pneumothorax. These artifacts are
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sporadic in healthy lung and more numerous in diffuse parenchymal disease .in this study most of the control
group showed a type of comet tails while none of pneumothorax showed comet tails and comet tails were considered with lung sliding therefore not analyzed statistically.

5. Conclusions
Ultrasound is a non invasivediagnositic tool for pneumothorax. Although lung sliding rules out pneumothora,
absent lung sliding does not necessarily mean pneumothorax, but when present correlation with other signs
should be made.
Focused Assessment with Sonography for Trauma should be extended to include the chest for pneumothorax
diagnosis.
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